CIVILLIBERTY101.COM
DON’T PAY RED LIGHT CAMERA TICKETS
Ask the media to attend when you read this at your hearing.

Red Light Camera Co’s & Supporters are Committing a Crime
They Purposely Perpetuate A Deadly Flaw In Safety For Profit!
DEFINE THE FLAW IN TRAFFIC SAFETY: “Drivers are forced to guess at every yellow traffic light.”
1) DO CAMERA SUPPORTERS CARE ABOUT SAFETY? Not if they continue to force drivers to
guess at this life/vs/death decision to stop or go at the yellow? (You don’t guess at how wide your
lane is. Do you?) Profiteers can’t afford to eliminate guessing from the plan.
2) YELLOW LIGHTS DON’T GIVE DRIVERS ANY EMPIRICAL DATA: The Stop/Go equation
violates the first rule of Algebra because (from the driver’s perspective) it contains only variables
(time, speed, distance) and zero constants. We guess because the equation is impossible to solve.
3) CIVIL RIGHTS: The American government may not create a system that forces citizens to gamble
with their lives and then also be allowed to penalize those citizens for guessing wrong? (Guessing is
neither safe nor a fair method to obey under the American system of law.)
4) CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY: Camera Co’s & supporters conspire to ensure: Not one dime of their
revenue is ever earmarked toward the scientific study of objective aids to navigation that give
drivers tools to eliminate guessing, make safer decisions and avoid violating the law.
A GUILTY RULING: A guilty ruling empowers this criminal conspiracy to continue perpetuating safety
flaws for the sole purpose of maximizing profits from the death and dismemberment of American citizens.
NOT GUILTY: Until a clearly indicated decision point (#Stop/GoLine) is installed, drivers have the final say
of what is safe. The jury must also admonish the City/County/State & Federal Departments of Transportation
for refusing to direct camera revenues toward the funding of scientific research which asks the right questions:
• Why do some drivers who run red lights claim innocence
• Why do innocent drivers run red lights?
• What aids to navigation do drivers need to make safer choices & give them a fair method to obey law?
There are viable alternatives. Scientists are waiting to perform the necessary studies but they can’t do anything
without funding. At the very least, judges should order 100% of revenue generated by these cameras be
devoted toward study & implementation of the aids to navigation required to help drivers make safer choices.
(We could have solved this problem years ago, if we had a fraction of what has been collected to date.)
We need the Media to expose these truths, Attorneys to file class action law suits and District Attorneys
consider criminal charges if the Legislative & Executive branches continue to refuse to get on board.
Please see CivilLiberty101.com for details of our #StopGoLine solution and contact us with questions.
Highest Regards
George Finn
327 River Park Drive
Raritan, NJ 08869
RedLight@CivilLiberty101.com
We are full time volunteers with no intent to profit from resolving this deadly traffic safety issue.

